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We theoretically investigate the properties of phonon-polariton inhomogeneous harmonic wave, 
cnoidal wave and spatial soliton propagating in boundless dielectric medium and compute the 
shape of nonlinear vector polariton wave. We obtain analytically the envelopes of linearly 
polarized nonlinear polariton waves in the self-focusing and self-defocusing media.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The properties and dynamics of the nonlinear waves in dielectric media still attract attention of 
researchers in connection with problems of propagation and controlling of high-power laser beams in 
the media [1 - 12]. The instability of wave in nonlinear media was investigated analytically and 
numerically in Refs. [1 – 7]. The properties of spatial vector soliton were described in Refs. [4 – 6, 8 - 
11], and the cnoidal waves were investigated in the Kerr-type medium in Ref. [5] as the 
electromagnetic waves in nonlinear dielectric media. The existence of dynamically stable nonlinear 
defect kink modes at an interface separating a defocusing Kerr medium was investigated in Ref. [12]. 
The electromagnetic wave falling in dielectric medium propagates as bound electromagnetic 
and phonon waves forming the polariton wave [2, 4, 7, 13 - 16]. In this paper we theoretically 
investigate the properties of phonon-polariton wave propagating as inhomogeneous harmonic wave, 
cnoidal wave and spatial soliton in the Kerr-type medium, and analyze the conditions of the wave 
transformations. We have shown that polariton wave representing as polariton flow decomposes at two 
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flows with different directions, i.e. the wavevector of polariton wave gains two values. The envelope of 
polariton wave at transverse plane can transform to the cnoidal wave or spatial soliton depending on 
the field density and medium parameters in the self-focusing medium. In the self-defocusing medium 
the singularity point appears at transverse plane of polariton wave.  
  
2. THEORETICAL MODEL 
 
Consider the medium with local centers of inversion, i.e. the medium with response of the third 
order susceptibility 3c . For harmonic electromagnetic field ( )tiexp~E w-  we can represent the 
polarization vector of medium as [16] 
( ) ( )tiexpEtiexp aaa wcwc -+-= EEP 2311 ,    (1) 
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are the phenomenological parameters depending on linear and nonlinear properties of medium. 
Properties of the given medium are also described by electron ew  and ion Iw  plasma frequencies. In 
this case the permittivity of medium is defined by the expression 2311 441 aEpcpce ++= , where the 
both electron and ion responses at electromagnetic field are considered. 
It is well known that the plane harmonic wave is unstable in nonlinear medium [5 - 7]. 
Instability of the plane wave leads to its modulation and further transformation to nonlinear periodic 
(cnoidal) wave or to spatial soliton depending of the field and medium parameters [5, 7 - 13]. We 
consider the process of forming of the cnoidal wave and spatial soliton from the harmonic plane wave 
with the frequency w  in nonlinear infinite dielectric medium with the third order susceptibility. We 
can represent the vector equation for polariton wave as 
PEE &&&& p422 -- -=+´Ñ´Ñ cc .     (2) 
Assuming that the electric field is polarized in plane ( )y,x , ( ) ( )z,y,xEz,y,xE yyxx 11E += ,   we obtain 
from Eq. (2) the following equation set 
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where expressions for 1c  and 31c  are given after Eq. (1).  
 
3. WAVEVECTOR OF POLARITON WAVE  
 
We can obtain the particular solutions of equation set (3) as the plane wave 
( )ikzyikxikexpEE yxy,xy,x ++= 00 . Then we equate the determinant of set of the algebraic equations for 
00 yx E,E  to zero, ( )( ) 02222222222 =----- -- yxyx kkkkckkc ewew , and obtain the nonlinear dispersion 
equation 
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where w311 441 pcpce ++=  is the nonlinear permittivity, 
2
0
2
0 yx EEw +=  is the field density, 
22
yx kkk +=^  is the transverse wavevector. We evaluate the values of longitudinal wavevector by 
solving the dispersion Eq. (4) 
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The values of the wavevectors (5) depend on the field density w  of the polariton wave.  
We can represent the polariton wave as the carrier harmonic ( )ikzexp~  propagating along the 
axis z . But the wavevector (5) has two values +k  and -k , thus the polariton wave takes two carrier 
harmonics (with wavevector +k  and -k ), and one of them (with wavevector -k ) propagates at the 
angle of axis z  depending on the transverse wavevector ^k .  
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The linear 1c  and nonlinear 31c  susceptibilities of medium are complex, and the wavevectors 
(5) are complex too, but in the transparent medium with 0=G  the susceptibilities 1c , 31c  have real 
values.  
 
4. ENVELOPE OF VECTOR INHOMOGENEOUS POLARITON WAVE  
 
The inhomogeneous carrier harmonic can be described as ( ) ( )zikexpz,y,xE~E y,xy,x = , where 
( )z,y,xE~ y,x  are the slowly varying amplitudes of two transverse electric field components, += kk  is 
the wavevector along the axis z  (Eq. (5)). If we neglect the second derivative on z  from the slowly 
varying amplitudes ( )z,y,xE~ y,x , we obtain a set of nonlinear Schrödinger equations from the equation 
set (3) 
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where 31
22
3 4 cwpa
-= c ; 03 >a  at 031 >c  in the self-focusing medium, and 03 <a  at 031 <c  in the 
self-defocusing medium. The set of equations (6) describes the nonlinear periodic and solitary 
polariton waves in nonlinear medium with the third order susceptibility. In the special case at absence 
of the mixed derivative of cross members, the equation set (6) describes the vector spatial solitons in 
infinite dielectric nonlinear medium having researched in [5].  
In the case when the vector polariton wave does not change the amplitude ( )z,y,xE~ y,x  along the 
axis z , we can define the dependence of field on longitudinal coordinate by the constant phase 
displacement q  as ( )iqzexpeE~ jj = , where je  is the real amplitude, y,xj = . In this case we obtain 
from (6) the equation set for amplitude of stable inhomogeneous wave  
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where ( ) kqkc 241 21221 --+= - pcwa . We can obtain numerically the solutions of equation set (7) 
with the boundary conditions 0®je , 0®jj dr/de  at ¥®jr  .  The view of envelope xe  or ye  of 
stable vector polariton wave is represented in Fig. 1. 
 
Fig. 1. The envelope of stable inhomogeneous vector polariton wave. 
 
5. LINEARLY POLARIZED POLARITON WAVE  
 
The equation set (7) is split at two uncoupled equations for linear polarization of the polariton 
wave, when the dispersion law ( ) 041 2122 =-+- kc pcw  takes place. The equations at linear wave 
polarization are: 
1) for the wave polarization along the axis x , assuming  0=ye , 
03312
2
=+- xxx eedy
ed aa ,      (8) 
2) for the wave polarization along the axis y , assuming  0=xe , 
03312
2
=+- yy
y ee
dx
ed
aa ,     (9) 
where kq21 =a . The sign “plus” before the nonlinear term in equations (8) and (9) when 03 >a  
characterizes the self-focusing medium, where the bright spatial solitons can form.  
y,xe  
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We can obtain analytically the solutions of equation (8) and (9) for bright polariton solitons 
with linear polarization. The first integral of the both equations (8) and (9) looks like 
( ) C/eed/de +-= 243212 aax , where C  is an integration constant, ( )y,x=x . The boundary 
conditions for the soliton 0®e , 0®xd/de  at ¥®x  allow to define the integration constant as 
0=C . The boundary conditions for soliton centre ( ) conste =0 , ( ) 00 =xd/de , disposed in the point 
0=x , allow to define the phase displacement as ( ) k/eq 4023a= . The second integral of the equations 
for bright soliton looks like ( )( ) deeee/ / 212213 02
--ò -=xa , and after its integration we obtain 
( ) ( ) ( )( )xax 200 31 /ecoshee -= .  In this case the polariton waves look like the spatial bright solitons 
polarized along the axis x  or y , accordingly, 
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Besides the spatial solitons there are the cnoidal waves as the solutions of equations (8) and (9) 
in the self-focusing medium with 03 >a . We choose the boundary conditions as conste = , 
0=xd/de  at ¥®x  for cnoidal wave, i.e. the integration constant is not equal zero 
conste/eC =-= ¥¥
2
1
4
3 2 aa . Then the second integral looks like ( )ò
-
-¢+¢=
e
/ deeeC/
0
2142
3 2 axa , 
where 1312
-=¢ aaa , 132
-=¢ aCC , and phase displacement is equal 223 24 ¥¥ -= ke/Ck/eq a . In the self-
focusing medium we obtain the envelopes of cnoidal polariton waves with polarization along the axis 
x  or axis y  in the form of elliptic cosine, 
( ) ( ) ( )ziqexpk~,yKcne~z,yE~ xxxx 1= , 0=yE~ ;     (12) 
( ) ( ) ( )ziqexpk~,xKcne~z,xE~ yyyy 2= , 0=xE~ ,     (13) 
where ( )[ ] 21212 42 //jj C//e~ ¢+¢+¢= aa , ( ) 3412 4 aa /jj C/a ¢+¢= , ( ) ( )22321 24 y,xy,x, ke/Ck/eq ¥¥ -= a ,  
( )[ ] 242 21212 /C/k~ //jj -¢+¢¢+= aa  is the modulus of elliptic integral.  
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The cnoidal wave can transform to the spatial soliton in the special case [7, 9, 12, 14, 16]. The 
elliptic cosine is transformed to the hyperbolic secant ( ) ( )xx 11 -® cosh,cn  describing the spatial 
soliton at the modulus 1®k~ ,  when 0®C , i.e. 0=¥e . 
In the self-defocusing medium at 03 <a  we obtain the solutions of equations (8) or (9) in the 
form of elliptic tangent 
( ) ( )1-= k~,Ktne~e xx ,        (14)  
where ( )[ ] 21212 42 //C//e~ ¢-¢-¢= aa , ( )[ ] 242 321212 /C//K // aaa ¢-¢+¢-= , 
( )[ ] ( )[ ] 21212212121 4242 //// C//C/k~ -- ¢-¢+¢-¢-¢-¢= aaaa . The solution (14) demonstrates how the 
plane polariton wave gains the singular properties at transverse plane in the self-defocusing medium, 
because the elliptic tangent has the singular points.  
 
6. CONCLUSION 
 
The plane polariton wave is unstable in nonlinear medium, its transverse envelope can transform 
to the cnoidal wave or spatial soliton in the self-focusing medium. The transverse envelope of 
nonlinear vector polariton wave looks like a cone with curvilinear tangent. The forms of transverse 
envelopes of linearly polarized polariton waves can be the hyperbolic secant (the soliton) or elliptic 
cosine (the cnoidal wave) in the self-focusing medium. In the first case the polaritons propagate as the 
single flow, in the second case the polariton wave decomposes at the several flows. In the self-
defocusing medium the transverse envelope of polariton wave gets the singular points.  
Thus, the form of transverse envelope of polariton wave depends on the wave intensity and 
parameters of medium and it can be modified by changing the intensity or medium parameters. If the 
polariton wave is radiated from the medium into air, we can control the form of the wave in this way.  
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